Innovating at the Edge

A global, high performance
semiconductor company
with a market cap of over

Transforming physical phenomena
into digital intelligence that
ignites breakthrough solutions.

$75 Billion¹

TALENT

TECHNOLOGIES
Analog and
Mixed Signal
Power Management
Radio Frequency (RF)
and Microwave

Building ADI as
the destination for
the world’s best
analog engineering
talent—as a team
of problem solvers,
we do not wait
for the future, but
imagine it and build it

~25k

DOMAIN EXPERTISE

Employees

11k+

Engineers

31

Countries
worldwide

The combination of
our high performance
analog portfolios and
domain expertise
positions us to create
even more full-system
solutions to solve the
needs of our diverse
customer base

LEADING INNOVATION

~75k

Developing
cutting-edge
technologies,
guided by our
vision to solve our
customers’ and
the world’s
toughest
engineering
challenges

SKUs

125k+

Customers

57

Years

$1.7B+

R&D
investment

~8k

Patents

~80

Design
centers

Edge Processors
and Sensors

ADI has a collective suite of CAPABILITIES that is
creating a more connected, safer, and sustainable future

Sense

Measure

Compute

Connect

Power

PHYSICAL

DIGITAL
Interpret and
analyze data for
fast, accurate
decisions

Capture
data in any
environment

Improve data
throughout and
processing
efficiency

Expanded
output with
greater efficiency

Transfer data
reliably

These capabilities and domain expertise are the
foundation upon which ADI creates state-of-the-art, integrated solutions
advancing the next wave of DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION across our markets

B2B

KEY GROWTH DRIVERS

87%
51

21%

~$12B

16%

3

INDUSTRIAL
4.0

AUTOMOTIVE
ECOSYSTEMS

CONNECTIVITY
& DATA CENTER

DIGITAL
HEALTHCARE

IMMERSIVE
CONSUMER

AEROSPACE

13%
And an industry-leading ﬁnancial proﬁle
with SCALE, SCOPE, and DIVERSITY

~74% Gross
Margin2
>49%
~31%

For all inquiries:
Visit: investor.analog.com
Call: 781-461-3282
Email: investor.relations@analog.com

Operating
Margin2
Free Cash
Flow2

~75k
SKUs

1. Source: Bloomberg, as of 10/29/2022.
2. Gross margin, operating margin and free cash ﬂow (FCF) margin are presented on a non-GAAP basis and
exclude special items. Please see the 4Q22 earnings press release for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP items
to the most comparable GAAP ﬁnancial measure. Results mapped to ADI’s ﬁscal year ended October 29, 2022.
3. The sum of the individual percentages may not equal 100% due to rounding.

>80%

of revenue derived
from products that
individually contribute
0.1% or less

>50%

of revenue derived from
products 10+ years old

